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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the mode decision in an MPEG��
framework� An algorithm for mode decision is introdu�
ced� This algorithm is based on a rate�distortion crite�
rion and takes into account the temporal dependency of
the frames� This approach can allow a quality gain of
more than one dB compared to the Test Model � �TM��
mode decision algorithm�

� INTRODUCTION

As for all the standards �H���	
 MPEG���
 the MPEG��
�Motion Pictures Expert Group
 phase �� standard ��
de�nes only the syntax of the bit�stream� There is no
constraint on the encoder� This allows complete freedom
in the design of the encoder� However
 the encoder has
to be block�based
 that is the input image is divided in
blocks and the encoding process operates on individual
block at a time� There are several modes for coding
each block� For example
 a block may be coded with its
DCT coe�cients or it may be predicted from a block in
the previous image� Thus
 mode decision �choosing the
optimal mode for a block� is an important problem�
In the Test Model �
 each frame is encoded indepen�

dently of the others� Each block is coded using one of
several modes� The mode decision is based on the va�
riance of the di�erence between the original block and
the decoded block� The mode that produces the smallest
variance is selected� This approach does not take into
account the target bit�rate of a particular application�
In this paper
 we propose a mode decision algorithm ba�
sed on a rate distortion criterion� This algorithm also
takes into account the temporal dependency between
frames�
Section � presents the relevant aspects of MPEG��


while section � introduces the proposed algorithm� Si�
mulations results are described in the section �� Some
conclusions are presented in section ��

� MPEG�� CODING MODES

The MPEG�� standard divides a video sequence into
Groups Of Pictures �GOP�� Each group is considered
independently in the coding process� In each GOP
 the

�rst frame is always coded without any temporal refe�
rence� This type of frame is called Intra �I�� The other
frames in the GOP are Predicted �P� or Bi�directionally
interpolated �B� frames� A P�frame is predicted from
the previous I� or P�frame� A B�frame is predicted from
the previous and next I� or P�frames� A common GOP
structure is shown in Fig� �� In this �gure
 a GOP is
composed of �� frames� Each I� or P�frame is followed
by two B�frames�
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Figure �� GOP structure� The GOP consists of �� fra�
mes� Each I� or P�frame is followed by two B�frames�
The last I�frame marks the beginning of the next GOP�

Each frame is divided into smaller blocks
 called
macro�blocks
 of size ����� pixels� A macro�block
may be Intra�coded �without any temporal reference�

Forward�predicted �with reference to the previous I� or
P� frame�
 Backward�predicted �with reference to the
future I� or P�frame� or Interpolated �based on the pre�
vious and the future I� or P�frame��
The type of the frame �I
 P or B� de�nes the modes

which are allowed for a macro�block in that frame� For
instance
 in a P�frame
 only the Intra and Forward mo�
des are allowed� The coding modes allowed in MPEG��
are�

� I�frame

�� Intra

� P�frame

�� Intra



�� Forward prediction with two motion vectors

	� Forward prediction with one motion vector

�� Forward prediction with no motion compensa�
tion

�� Dual prime prediction �only when B�frames
are not used�

� B�frame

�� Intra

�� Forward prediction with two motion vectors

	� Forward prediction with one motion vector

�� Backward prediction with two motion vectors

�� Backward prediction with one motion vector

�� Interpolated prediction with two motion ve�
ctors

�� Interpolated prediction with one motion ve�
ctors

� RATE DISTORTION OPTIMIZATION

In this work
 the Rate Distortion
 R�D�
 criterion is used
for the mode selection� More speci�cally
 all possible
coding modes for a macro�block are investigated� The
coding mode that minimizes R�D� is selected for coding
this macro�block�The problem of mode decision can be
stated as the following optimization procedure�

min
GOP

DMB such that RMB � Rtarget

where Rtarget is the rate target for a macro�block

DMB is the distortion for the macro�block and RMB is
the rate for the macro�block�
This constrained problem is �rst converted into an

unconstrained problem by using Lagrangian multipliers
��� We de�ne the value J��� � DMB � �RMB where
� is the constraint parameter� This yields the following
optimization problem�

min
GOP

J��� for a given macro�block

with J��� � DMB � � � RMB� where � � � is the
constraint parameter� The mode that minimizes J��� is
selected�

� TEMPORAL DEPENDENCY

Frames in a video sequence are not independent� This
dependency is exploited by motion estimation algo�
rithms� In this work
 temporal dependency is also taken
into account in the optimization problem presented in
section 	� The mode selection for a macro�block depends
on the modes selected for macro�blocks at the same po�
sition in previous coded frames ��� For P�frames
 the
optimal J��� for a macro�block is the one that also mi�
nimizes the distortion of the relevant macro�blocks in
B�frames that are interpolated using this particular P�
frame� In B�frames
 the optimization does not consider
macro�blocks in other frames�

� PROPOSED MODE DECISION METHOD

The coding possibilities for a macro�block are represen�
ted in a graph structure� The nodes of the graph repre�
sent information about macro�blocks in P� and I�frames�
The edges represent informations about macro�blocks in
B�frames� For convenience
 we use the term I�node
 P�
node and B�edge to refer to the nodes and edges of this
graph� Fig� � shows the graph structure for the GOP
shown in Fig� ��
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Figure �� Graph representation for a macro�block in a
GOP� The edges represent informations about macro�
blocks in B�frames� The nodes represent information
about macro�blocks in P� and I�frames�

A possible coding mode for a macro�block is asso�
ciated to each node� The information assigned to each
node is JI��� if the node represents a macro�block from a
I�frame and JP ��� if the node represents a macro�block
from a P�frame� For the GOP shown in Fig� �
 each
edge is assigned the value min�JB�

���� � min�JB�
����

where B� and B� are two successive B frames�
This graph o�ers several paths between macro�blocks

of consecutive I�frames� We use the Viterbi algorithm
�	 to select the minimum�cost path� The optimal coding
mode for a macro�block lies on this path�
The optimization algorithm is as follows�

�� Generate a graph representation of the GOP stru�
cture for each macro�block
 as explained above�

�� Assign the cost JI��� to the I�node�

	� Assign the cost JP ��� to the P�nodes�

�� Assign min�JB�
�����min�JB�

���� to each B�edge�

�� Use Viterbi algorithm to �nd the minimum�cost
path between the two I�nodes in the graph�

The coding modes on this path are used for coding the
macro�blocks in this GOP�

� SIMULATIONS RESULTS

Simulations results are shown for three di�erent sequen�
ces� �Mobile�calendar�
 �Flower�garden� and �Basket��
These sequences have been coded at two di�erent bit�
rates� 	 Mbits�s� and � Mbits�s� The sequences are in



CCIR���� format ���������
 and are �ve seconds long
each�
Figures 	
 � and � show comparisons between the pro�

posed algorithm and the TM� algorithm� The compari�
son is based on peak signal�to�noise ratio �PSNR� of the
decoded sequences� In each �gure
 the solid line repre�
sents the PSNR obtained using the proposed algorithm
while the dashed line corresponds to the PSNR resulting
from the TM� algorithm�
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Figure 	� PSNR results for �Basket� at 	 Mbits�s� �left�
and � Mbits�s� �right�� The solid line represents the
PSNR obtained using the proposed algorithm while the
dashed line corresponds to the PSNR resulting from the
TM� algorithm�
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Figure �� PSNR results for �Mobile�calendar� at 	
Mbits�s� �left� and � Mbits�s� �right�� The solid line
represents the PSNR obtained using the proposed algo�
rithm while the dashed line corresponds to the PSNR
resulting from the TM� algorithm�

These �gures show that the proposed algorithm per�
forms as well as the TM� algorithm or better� The
performances of both techniques are comparable for
the �Flower�garden� and �Mobile�calendar� sequences�
Tables � and � show the average PSNR �over �ve se�
conds� for the proposed algorithm and for the TM�
algorithm� For the �Basket� sequence
 the proposed
method provides an improvement of around ��� dB for
a target bit�rate of 	 Mbits�s� and around � dB at �
Mbits�s� The �Basket� sequence shows a basket�ball
game� The motion information in this sequence is quite
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Figure �� PSNR results for �Flower�Garden� at 	
Mbits�s� �left� and � Mbits�s� �right�� The solid line
represents the PSNR obtained using the proposed algo�
rithm while the dashed line corresponds to the PSNR
resulting from the TM� algorithm�

Proposed algorithm Test Model �
Mobile�calendar ����� �����
Flower�garden ����� ����	

Basket ����� ����	

Table �� Average PSNR for the test sequences at 	
Mbits�s�

erratic� This is probably the reason why the proposed
algorithm performs better than the TM� algorithm on
this sequence� The proposed method makes better use
of the motion information than the TM� algorithm� In
the proposed algorithm
 the rate�distortion optimization
takes into account the �di�erentially coded� motion in�
formation�

� CONCLUSION

In this paper
 a mode selection algorithm for MPEG��
has been presented� This algorithm is based on a rate
distortion criterion which takes temporal dependency of
the macro�blocks into account� Simulation results show
that a gain around one dB in the PSNR is possible

using the proposed algorithm� The main drawback of
this approach is the high computational complexity� In
order to select the optimal mode for the macro�blocks

all possible coding modes have to be investigated� It

Proposed algorithm Test Model �
Mobile�calendar ����� ���	�
Flower�garden ����� �����

Basket ����� �����

Table �� Average PSNR for the test sequences at �
Mbits�s�



is possible to reduce the computational complexity by
introducing pruning conditions in the graph�generation
procedure�
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